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     Oceans and Continents 
 

Track 11 – Disc 1

Chorus  
If you want to take a trip 
You can roll wit’ me  
There’s a lot of different places  
In the world to see 
Let’s hit the spot on every continent  
Sail the five oceans 
Go the first time 
Believe me you wanna go again 
 
If you want to take a trip 
You can roll wit’ me  
There’s a lot of different places  
In the world to see 
Let’s hit the spot on every continent  
Sail the five oceans 
Go the first time 
Believe me you wanna go again 
  
Verse 1 
The first spot is right here  
Located in North America  
Unlike any other place 
Nowhere to compare it to 
Kind of feeling like  
I want to be near the water so 
Imma take it straight down  
To South Beach Florida 
Spring break parties  
So crazy I cannot stand it 
Kicking it on the beach  
Feeling the breeze from the Atlantic 
Cross that, we in Europe  
Where there’s so much to see 
Starting with the Eiffel Tower in Paris 
(Paree) 
 
Then it’s to another land 
We call it the Motherland 
Looking for a party down in Zimbabwe 
Shoot across the Indian  
Toward the Down Under 
Kick it out in Australia 

For the rest of the summer 
We can sail the Pacific  
To Asia hit Beijing 
And check into a telly  
And catch the Olympic Games 
Head to Antarctica  
Sailing across the Arctic 
Ending in South America  
Almost back where we started 
 
Repeat Chorus  
 
Verse 2 
Antarctica 
Located on the coast of the Arctic 
So cold there you can’t wait to depart it 
Next up is Europe, the home of the UK  
Cars made different  
Gotta learn to drive a new way 
Then we go to Africa  
You better watch what you do  
Cause you’ll have  
A wild animal chasing after ya 
It’s a lot of animals  
Kangaroos if you want to see 
No sweat  
Australia is where you wanna be 
 
North America I told you before  
The one and only 
Ain’t nowhere to compare it to 
South America, just over the border 
A nice place but don’t swallow the water 
Asia got China  
Working hard until the day is done 
They’re well known  
For shipping goods out to everyone 
Indian, Pacific  
Southern, Arctic, Atlantic 
Are the oceans  
That cover most of our planet 
 
Repeat Chorus 

 


